
Please share this newsletter with friends and family.  Thank you for allowing me to partner with you in pursuing your 

financial goals.  You can learn more about our approach to investing at my website.                 -John 
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 Let’s face it - 2021 didn’t have much to love about it. 

But one thing I think we all enjoyed was seeing almost 

all our monthly investment statements showing im-

provement each month. Well --spoiler alert-- January of 

2022 is starting out a bit differently.  

 For several months, we have been believing a cor-

rection was in the cards. However, each time we started 

down, optimism interrupted the process and the rally 

continued. This time the combination of inflation fears, 

interest rate hike fears from the Federal Reserve, a 

slowing economy from Omicron, and global tensions 

finally provided the push needed to correct. 

 As we discussed in last month’s newsletter, correc-

tions are part of the investor experience and should be 

expected to occasionally visit – like a stomach bug or 

jury summons. They are unpleasant and disruptive but 

part of life. For the most part, normal corrections need 

to be addressed ahead of time with prudent allocation 

decisions. Panic and knee-jerk reactions rarely improve 

the situation.  

 So why do corrections start and when do they end? 

The best place to start this discussion is with a clear 

understanding of what the stock market is. First and 

foremost, it is a market. It is a place where people gath-

er to buy and sell. And as you have likely noticed in all 

other markets – the bigger the market the more confi-
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dence you have that the price you are paying is fair. Have you ever “priced checked” something on Amazon 

to make sure the price elsewhere was reasonable? More competition typically delivers better pricing.  

 The price of a stock is constantly being determined by buyers and sellers trying to work out how the lat-

est information changes the value of an investment now and in the future. When the information is good – 

the price often goes up. But when enough cracks appear in the story bringing into question our “glass half-

full” price assumptions – group sentiment can change quickly and now we can only see the negatives. Cor-

rections happen when the majority of buyers and seller suddenly change their mind on the future.  

 This rapid change in sentiment is what causes the quick and sometimes stomach-churning changes in 

the price and value of investments. This selling-off process typically continues until enough buyers find the 

new lower price too good to pass up. This process of “putting in a bottom” to a correction is often murky and 

uncomfortable. But it is also the place to find the best bargains.  

 If this sounds chaotic, it is. But it is how a free market does and should work. It is the best way to know 

that your investments are being priced fairly. Putting up with the occasional chaos (volatility) is why           

investors often make significantly more than savers over time.  

 The good news is that some of this volatility can be managed. We do this by mixing in assets that typical-

ly don’t do down as much during declines and managing your cash flow needs so we don’t need to sell when 

markets are down. Often the best remedies for a correction are preparation and time. 

 If there is anything we can do to help you stomach the current volatility – Let us know! 

Lions, Tigers, and Volatility—Oh My! 

Valentine’s Day—don’t lose your 
head! 

Tradition says that while the Roman Emperor 
Claudius II was trying to bolster his army, he    
forbade young men to marry. In the spirit of love, 
St. Valentine defied the ban and performed secret 
marriages. For his disobedience, Valentine was 
imprisoned and beheaded on February 14 around 
the year 270 A.D.  

In 1537, Henry VIII officially declared February 14 
the holiday of St. Valentine's Day by royal charter. 
And yes, he is the monarch who had six wives: 
one who died, one who survived, two who he   
divorced, and two who he beheaded.  

        Happy Valentine’s Day!  
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